
The Colors of the Aura & Their Meanings

Gold is a very rare color to see in an auril. Usually, what you think is gold is actually a variation or
orange. However, if you really do see a gold auft!, or gold in an allr4 you are looking a flash of
inspiration coming in from a higher source, usually or a mental nature, or at an individual who is inspired
to greatness and selflessness in the moment. Gold is usually a temporary color, if you see it at all. Gold
is often associated with the Crown Chakra.

Silver is much like gold in that it is very rare to see in an aura, and usually isn't silver at all, but rather a
variation of blue. But when you very occasionally see actual silver flashing in an aur4 it tells you the
person is receiving a lot ofhigher guidance, that they are a very high-energy person, very pure hearted
and have higher protection around them. Silver is also often associated with Crown and the Third Eye
Chakra.

White is not usually an aura color at all. White actually contains all of the other colors, and so usually
when you see a white aura it just means you are not seeing the colors within it. But if the aura truly is
white it stands for purity of spirit. The person will have a sort of innocence about them, but also a certain

aloofuess. They may be a daydreamer as well. White may be associated with all ofthe chakras.

Purple is a power color. Remember, this is the color Royalty has worn throughout history, and that is no

accident. I have very rarely seen a person with an entirely purple aur4 yet it is fairly common to see

some purple in an aura, particularly in the auras of people who find themselves in positions of power and

authority. Purple is also a highly protective color. It indicates strength of will, and tells you the person

knows exactly where$e (or she) fits in the scheme of things, understands and accepts his responsibilities,
is steadfast and loyal, but can be totally ruthless if the need arises. Decisions can be made fairly and

honestly, without emotion. Usually, this person is open to higher guidance as well, when you see purple
in his aura! He may not defer to another person, but he certainly will to a higher power, since he usually
has a very strong spirituality. Purple equates to the 8* Chakra, your Cone of Power.

Violet is a high-energy, yet soft color, that usually tells you the person has strong spiritual values, is a
good teacher, and a loving person, and that he has stong connections to his Higher Self or Hrgher Mind.
Again, it is rare to see an entirely violet aura; usually, there will be concentrations of the color in one area,

perhaps over the head, for example, or the aura will be violet temporarily. Most people do not remain in
this consciousness for long periods. Violet is associated with the Crown Chakra.

Indigo is a very, very dark blue, almost black (kind of like the color of brand new blue jeans). Again, it
is rare to find an entirely indigo aura... and if you do, double check to make sure it realiy isn't a black aura

at which you're looking. The two are very" very different. Usually, indigo appears in a specific place in
the aura, or colors the aura completely for a short time. When the aura is indigo it speaks of strong higher
intuitive ability, clairvoyance, clairaudience, and an ability to channel information from people and guides

on the 'other side.' I have only seen several people who had consistently indigo auras, and they were all
religious leaders. Indigo is associated with the Third Eye Chakra.

Blue is another power color that is quite common to see in an aura. Its basic qualities are strengfh of will
and protection. However, blue comes in many different shades, and those variations affect its meaning

dramatically. A pale powder blue is gentle and reserved, usually very quiet. A primary electric blue is

energetic, dynamic, and assertive. A blue-green is a powerful healing color. A1l of the blues are

associated with the Throat Chakra.

Green is another color with many possible variations. It tells you a person has healing ability, is nature

oriented and animal loving. But the blue-greens are powerfrrl and leadership oriented, often involved
with business; the dark greens are reserved and prefer their animals and woodlands to people; the pale



greens are relaxed and heal through their quiet nature; the yellow-greens make wonderful counselors and

have a very high energy level, and the primary greens are good at just about anything they do, including
healing! This color is associated with the Heart Chakra.

Pink is a color associated with a person capable of unconditional love. It is very common to see this
color around pregnant womeq but contrary to popular belief, men are also quite capable of having pink
auras, or pink in their aura. Pink is associated with the Heart Chakra.

Yellow is usually the first or surface color you see in an aura, and may not be the true color, unless you
look deeper and find it is still there. When an aura is really yellow, you are looking at a person with a
very fine, agile mind, probably a good communicator. These people are usually energetic and lively and
are creative thinkers as well as very special people. Yellow is associated with the Solar Plexus Chakra.

Orale is sometimes mistaken for gold, but has a very different meaning. People with orange auftls are

intuitive, instinctive, creative, spontaneous, and vital people. Orange is associated with the Sacral
Chakra.

Red in an aura has several meanings. Fkst of all, a whole aura c€rn be red, and usually signifies a high-
energy person who is spontaneous, and very physical. But sometimes red in an aura can merely signifu a

concentration of energy. Often times you see concentrations of red light around a healer's palms. Then

again, if someone has a pain somewhere, for example in the knee, you are likely to see a concentration of
red energy there. I have also seen red jagged streaks in the aura of scmeone who is angry. Red is
associated with the Root Chakra.

Brown in an aura also has several meanings. First of all, it is not necessarily bad. Many people who are

earthy, steadfast, loyal, slow to anger, and who are good with the mundane things of life (gardening,

fixing things, good with their hands, etc.) have brown auras. How€ver, when there are brown or muddy
patches in a different color aura, it can indicate ill health, emotionally or physically. Brown corresponds
to the Root Chakra.

Gray in an aufir may just mean that you are not yet seeing color. But if the aura is truly gray, it means the
person is a non-judgmental, middle of the road tlpe of person. Gray, I believe, corresponds to the Throat
Chakra.

Black in an aura is very bad. It may mean that the person has holes in his aur4 or has a serious and

chronic illness. It is not uncommon to see black patches in the auras of drug addicts or alcoholics. In
those people, those black patches are holes. Very, very rarely you may see a person who has a black aura.

Black is the negation of all light. (That speaks for itself.) A person with a black aura is evil. Stay away

from them. If that black aura is shot through with red streaks, run. That person is evil and in arage.
Who knows what they will do? Black negates all the Chakras.


